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j. Dancing, Debate Are Features
* n's 3rd Birthday Celebration
Opera, dancing, and debate will highlight the University
Union's third anniversary, which begins Sunday, April 9,
and continues through Sunday, April 16. Also featured will
be the University Concert Band, exhibits, readings, and a
top-rate movie.

"CARMEN." the beautiful aypsy girl, works her charm* on tbo smuggler* al
the Inn ol Lulas Pastia. Tbo National Grass Boots Opera Company will present
Biiet'i opera Sunday and Monday. April I and 10. The Artist Series will be ths
first special er.nl In tbo celebration ol tbo Union's third anniversary week, which
begins April 9. Tickets can be purchased beginning today at the Information
desk of the Union. Student admission Is 25 cents, with an Identification card.

The event-filled week will
of the opera "Carmen," by
the National Opera Company.
The pcrformancea will be at 8:15
p.m. Sunday and Monday, April
U and 10, in the main auditorium.
Harvard's highly rated debate
team will be here on Saturday.
April IS. to compete against the
UnlTorslty debate team at TiSO
p.m. In the Dogwood Suite.
Bobby Christian and his orchestra will return to Bowling:
tirem lor an all-campus dance beginning at 8:30 p.m. Friday, April

begin with two performances
14. in the ballroom.
The University Concert Band
featuring Raphael Mendez, trumpeter, will present a concert Sunday. April 16, in the ballroom. The
concert will begin at 8:16 p.m.
Also on Sunday. April II. there
will be a special program In the
Carnation Room centered around
the annirersary celebration. More
Information from the Union Activities office will be released concerning this program after spring vaca-

The Lecture, Debate, and Review Committee has prepared a
program entitled "Expressions of
Impressions" for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 12, in the Alumni
Room.
Performing will be Sara J. Ewalt, Nancy A. Cole, Carol J.
Lake, Susan M. Keim, Robert J.
Scalander, Nancy J. Iden, Stephen L. Richmond, Barbara G. Uhl,
and Michael L. Fink.
Exhibits prepared especially for
the Union's third anniversary will
be on display throughout the Union during the week.
A top notch movie. "Young
Lions." with Marlon Brando, will be
shown at 6:30 and 1:15 pan. Salur
day. April IS In the main auditorium.
Opera a la carte is the fare
served up by the enterprising
young group of players under the
banner of the National Grass Roots
Opera Company, which will present "Carmen" April 9 and 10.

For 10 years the company haa presented entertainment to sponsors
including schools, college lyceum
courses, civic groups, and concert
associations.
Audience enthusiasm, both student and adult, has been so high
that many places of performance
are on the regular circuit that
sponsors the troupe every year.
Tickets for the opera can be
purchased at the information desk
of the Union today through Sunday, April 10. Student admission
is 25 cents. Tickets for the allcampus dance will go on sale
Wednesday, April 5, at the information desk. Price of the dance
tickets is Jl per person.
University Concert Band tickets
will go on sale April 10 at the
information desk of the Union.
Student price is 25 cents.
The debate, readings, and the
Carnation Room program are free
of charge. Identification cards will
be needed to see the movie.

Peace Corps Stirring
VoL 45
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Allies Praise JFK Handling Of Laotian Crisis
Washington (UPI)—President
Kennedy's handling of the Laotian
crisis has won acclaim from allies
abroad and key leaders at home but
there was no immediate response
to his "hands off warning from
the Kremlin.
Informed British sources said if
the Laos situation worsened, MacMillan would fly to Washington
before his scheduled April 4 visit.
In th* Senate, Democratic leader
Mike Mansfield said K#nn«dy Is
prepared and determined to use
every lnitrument of peace to deal
with th* situation In Laos." H* said.
"Th*r* can b* no evasion" of th*
crisis and no difference of opinion
on th* n**d to act "al one*."

Car Registration
Fee Lowered $5
After Spring Break
Here it is, motorists—a cut-rate
price. The automobile registration
fee for the remainder of the term
after spring vacation is reduced
from $10 to $5.
Sgt. Spencer T. Calcamuggio, administrative assistant to the director of safety, said, "We remind
all students bringing unregistered
automobiles back to campus after
the vacation to get them registered."
The fine for non-registration is
still $26. Automobiles may be registered at the University police office on the ground floor of the
Maintenance BIdg.

He warned that failure of the
peace efforts "will cast the shadow
of impending failure" over a host
of still-unsolved cold war problems.
Senate Republicans echoed sup*
port of Mansfield's statement.
Sen. Alexander Wiley, R-Wis.,
expressed belief thut what the
United States does about the crisis
in I*aos "will be determined by

ATO Penalized For Pledge Action
As a result of the investigation of the discharge of a
tear gas bomb in the Alpha
Tau Omega house March 19,
the following actions have
been taken by the office of
the dean of students and the dean
of men:
Kent F. Henrlch and William S.
Koenemann were suspended from
(he University.
Several pledges and the plcdgc
trmiiwr were placed on strict disciplinary probation for the remainder of the semester. This prohibits their participation in all
extracurricular activities.
ATO must pay for all damages
incurred. This may amount to several hundred dollars. The fraternity must scrub the house to remove
all dangerous and noxious fumes.
No pledging activity may be car-

NEWS NOTE
The next Issue ol the News will
be published Tuesday. April 11.

Spring Fever Hits BG
By

ROB

Gelser

This story is brief. Why, you
say, when it has been splas'.ied on
the front pages of several newspapers by the time you read this?
Shouldn't the University newspaper devote pages to a story of
Sunday's "riot"?
Think it over. It was hardly a
riot There was nothing to crusade
about. Wasn't it just letting off
steam?
"It began with a water fight on
fraternity row. There was no
trouble stopping it," said Dr. Elden
T. Smith, dean of students. "The
trouble came with the dispersing
crowd when it decided to 'tour the
campus.' I'm convinced then was
no malicious intent, nor was it
organized, nor was there any great
cause being crusaded."
Seven men were apprehended
by the state highway patrol during
the evening, but all were released
from the city jail upon request of
the University.
Fourteen patrol cars from northwestern Ohio posts of the state
highway patrol were called ii. ear-

Hurry-Up Headlines

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.—
An exuberant group of college
students in Florida for the annual

tied on other than that prescribed
by the national fraternity and no
pledge may be activated until the
beginning of the fall semester.
A statement from the deans' office said a careful investigation of
ull the circumstances surrounding
the incident revealed that the primary responsibility waa centered
in a few individuals, but that the
fraternity itself was negligent in
failing to exercise proper control
of its members and pledges.
Mrs. Florence H. Tatham, ATO
head resident, has been released
from her duties by the University
for failure to exercise full authority for responsibility for the welfare and protection of the people
and property in the fraternity
house.
No one was injured in the incident, but the house was made uninhabitable for several days.

In Lao*, the government accused
Communist North Viet Nam of
sending nine more battalions across
the border. Premier Boun Oum in
an interview with United Press International praised Kennedy for
his tough stand on the crisis.
Kennedy and other administration sources were non-commital on
any U.S. military movements that
might be under way if the situation
worsens. But it was known that
powerful U.S. sea, land, and air
forces were being put in readiness
to back up Kennedy's determination that Laos shall not fall to the
Communists.

Redstone Rocket Fires
Dummy 1 IS Miles Up
Cape Canaveral (UPI)— America has auccessfully fired a Redstone rocket with a dummy man-inspace capsule
115
miles up
in a special test designed to pave
the way for this country's first
manned space flight, probably in
May.
The shot, one of at least two the
Federal Space Agency will try before letting an Astronaut have his
chance, was designed to give scientists a better idea how the Redstone performs with a one-ton
space capsule on its nose.

UCF Sunrise Service
Planned For
or T(
tomorrow

ly Sunday evening to direct traffic on Sate Route 6, especially
in the area between "The 900"
and the Delta Upsilon house.
The crowd was brought together
Sunday afternoon by assorted antics on fraternity row, including
kite-flying and water-b a 11 o o n
throwing. From there it moved to
the area around Founders Quadrangle, then to the Union, where
President Ralph W. McDonald
spoke to the group about the pops
concert, the firing of the Alpha
Tau Omega head resident, the
drinking regulations, and various
other grievances.
Next stop on the tour was the
Library, then back to the Union.
The fun was apparently over at
this point, when sirens starting
blowing and fire bells went off.
This brought the largest crowd
of the day to the area around
the Commons, where a fire had
broken out in the boiler room.
Apparently started by spontaneous
combustion of some old football
uniforms, the blaze was extinguished in a few minutes by a Univer(Continued on page 2)

Special music will be provided at the pre-Easter sun-

graduate study at Western Reserve
University.

rise service at 7 a.m. tomorrow in the main auditorium.

After spending 15 years in the
active ministry, the Rev. Mr.
Camp became professor of sociology and the Bible at Findlay College in 1946. He held this position
until 1956, when he became director of admissions at Findlay
College. He is also serving as pastor of the First United Presbyterian Church in Findlay.

The service, sponsored by
the United Christian Fellowship, is open to all students. It will
be concluded in time for 8 a.m.
classes.

Industry Centers
'Distress' Areas
Washington (UPI)—The Labor
Department reported last week
that 101 of the nation's 150 major
industrial centers are "distressed
areas" with unemployment of 6
per cent or more.
Twenty-five leading cities—including Chicago, Miami, San Francisco, New Orleans, Indianapolis,
and Seattle—were added to the
list for March.

UPI

Soviets Accept Laos Peace Plan
MOSCOW — The Soviet Union
appeared yesterday to have accepted in principle the West's
three-point plan for ending the
Laos crisis peacefully. But observers said East and West apparently still differ in their approach to the problem.

what the Kremlin does in the next
48 hours." He also expressed hope
that India soon will send troops
into the strife-torn country.
A British Foreign Offlc* ■pokee
man r*port*d In London that th*
Russian official who r*c*lT*d th*
true* not* promised thai It would
b* itudi*d "carefully and urgently."
But there was no official response.

Easter vacation caused a minor
riot Sunday.
The melee apparently was touched off by newly imposed restrictions on two unlit beaches, favorites of the students. One of them
has now been closed entirely.
WASHINGTON—The Kennedy
Administration acknowledged responsibility for about two-thirds
of the $2 billion deficit it expects
in the federal budget this year.

Rev. Hllllard Camp
The Rev. Hilliard D. Camp will
speak on "The Men Who Crucified
Christ." The Rev. Mr. Camp was
born in Lansing, Mich., and was
graduated from Delta High School.
He is a graduate of Findlay College,
Winebrenner Theological
Seminary in Findlay, and Bowling Green. Ha is also a graduate of
United Theological Seminary in
Dayton, and is pursuing further

The new total of 101 areas with
"substantial" joblessness was an
all-time high. The previous peak
was 89, reached during the low
point of the 1958 recession.

To Start Study Table
A study table for sorority pledges has been set up by Panhellenic Council. It will be open from
6:30 to 10 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays and from 2 to 10 p.m.
Sundays. The two rooms provided
for this study are 106 and 111
South Hall.

BG Faculty, Students
By Ann Jett
President John P. Kennedy's plan to establish a Peace
Corps has stirred the imagination of many students and faculty members on Bowling: Green's campus. Yet a number of
students do not know what the Peace Corps is all about.
R. Sargent Shriver, newly appointed director of the
Peace Corps, has outlined the program as one in which American volunteers will teach,
ert T. Austin, assistant professor
build, or work in local como f
industrial
arts, wonders if
munities in newly developing areas
"th e
average
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America for a term of two or three
American
colyears. The Corps will consist mostlege student is
going to last
ly of young college graduates who
will receive little monetary comunder
these
conditions." He
pensation, but a great deal of
valuable experience.
is afraid that
students do not
Evaluation Difficult
realize the conStudents and faculty alike seem
ditions
under
to think that the selection of the
which they will
proper people is the critical probWrmar
be working.
lem facing the administrator of
Clark D. Tibbits, president-elect
t h o program.
Many
faculty of the Student Body, feels the
members feel
plan is an excellent idea, but cauthat the lack of
tions against going into the procomplete information concern- gram too fast. "It may appeal to
the more radical person and this
ing the program
is not the type
makes it difficult to evaluate of person we
want
to send athe plan in its
entirety,
but broad," he said.
Remembering
they think the
campaign
basic concept is the
Amerlnqer
slogan of Tibgood.
Dr. Charles D. Amcringer, in- bits as he ran
Student
structor in history, who served as for
Latin American affairs specialist Body president,
with the U.S. Department of De- Benno Wymar,
fense in Mexico, says this is the foreign student
kind of contact that is needed in from Germany,
said
Bowling
Abearlan
I-atin America.
Green should be interested In some
Football Useful
type of movement to promote the
Already the Friends Society
sends workers to Mexico, where Peace Corps. This would be one
they assist the common people way to get the name of Bowling
with such tasks as bricklaying and Green known throughout the counditch digging, he said. Because of try as Tibbits hopes to do, said
the tremendous lack of recreation Wymar.
Language Is Important
f a c i 1 i t i es in
these countries,
Dr. Domini V. Smith, assistant
Dr. Ameringer to the President, has just returned
thinks a check- from East Pakistan where he
erboard or foot- spent two years as senior adviser
ball could serve
to the minister of education in
as useful de- East Pakistan. He says the provices to initiate vision for teaching the Peace
common underCorps members the native langustanding.
age is perhaps the most important
Keith W.
thing. Knowing the language in
Trowbr i d g e , an eastern country immediately
president of the
gives the native
Trowbrldqe
Student Body,
the feeling that
said, "I would like to see any
one really cares
qualified BG student participate
about the counin this program, which furnishes
try and the peoa great opportunity for our stuple in it, he
dents." He feels this is a good
said.
chance to get people abroad who
"The people
are not in military service—perof Pakistan will
sons who really want to help but
better their lot,
are not drafted.
but it will be a
Dr. Sherman M. Stanage, chairdifficult
task.
man of the department of philoTechnical assistGardinier
sophy, has followed the plan closeance to these
ly since it was announced. He has people should be limited to agrigathered a considerable amount of culture and fishing," said Dr.
information concerning it, and on Smith.
this basis gives it his enthusiastic
Dr. Gilbert Abcarian, instructor
endorsement.
in political science, sees in the
Face Responsibility
Dr. Stanage said "College teach- movement an attempt to recapture the original American revoers face a responsibility to inform
students about the program and lutionary spirit. Americans are
trying to identify themselves with
supply enthusiasm."
Dr. William R. Rock, instructor the spirit of revolution and of risin history, agrees with the phase ing expectations in these underof the plan which calls for asking developed countries, he said.
the foreign countries what type
In Algeria, French soldiers,
of aid they want before we foist while not on military duty, taught
our ideas on them. He thinks the natives how to bathe babies and
person-to-person contact planned sew. This approach seemed to sucin the program will help to tear ceed, but Dr. David E. Gardinier,
Americans away from their feel- instructor in history, who studied
ing of superiority.
in Algeria, points out that these
After working in Thailand as a conditions of military occupation
metal trades adviser at the Bang- would differ greatly from > prokok Institute of Technology, Rob- gram such as the Peace Corps.
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Graduates Discuss
1st Job Adjustment
At SAM Meeting

Tops' Concert 'Enjoyable/
Orchestra Polished, Excellent
By Ann Schirry

A surprised audience
sprang to its feet as the University Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Prof.
Seymour Benstock, sent the
notes of the "Star-Spangled
Banner" ringing through the ballroom Sunday night, to begin the
Artist Scries.
A well-chosen program made the
informal atmosphere of the "pops"
concert enjoyable.
The tempos throughout the program were excellent, never dragging, and never racing. In the
Strauss waltz, "Voices of Spring,"
the waits tempe almost made visible, crowds of people in flowing
dresses waltzing to the music.
The brass accents and the rhythm

made the "Sabre Dance" a high
point of the concert
The "Hungarian Dances Nos. 5
and 6" were moved from their
spot in the program and played
before the intermission. There is
no word to describe them but excellent.
Carole Sutton's trumpet solos
in "Die Post im Wnkle" and
"Trumpeter's Lullaby" also were
excellent. Her mellow tone, especially in the latter, was outstanding, as was her tonguing.
Probably the most stirring number on tho program was "Overture
1812." The blend of the orchestra
wa»—as It was all the way through
the evening—perfect Belts, tympanl, and percussion added to the
piece.
"Clair de Lune" brought the
talents of the orchestra to the fore.

Prospective Women Counselor
Training Workshop Inaugurated
The women's residence hall
counselor training program
for 1961 has undergone several changes, including the inauguration of an annual Counselor Training Workshop, to

ilulcil for 9 a.m. in the Dogwood
Suite.
Sunday, April 16, will be the
final day of the workshop, with
afternoon meetings starting at
1:30 p.m. in the Dogwood Suite.

be held April 14 through 16, in the
Union.
Previously, the women received
counselor training over a period
of seven consecutive Tuesdays,
during the 11 a".m. Common Hour.
"However, with this type of
program," said Miss Jackie Gribbons, assistant dean
of women, "It was too difficult to
present all the material, and with
a week between sessions, there was
little continuity."
"The workshop will be more
organized and condensed," stated
Miss Gribbons, "covering all areas
of what it means and takes to be
a counselor, and what a counselor
should be familiar with. It also
will allow more than twice as
much time to be spent in training."
Several follow-up sessions will
be held on successive Tuesdays,
'luting Common Hour.
The week-end program will begin at 6:30 p.m. Friday, April
14, in the Ohio Room of the Union. This will be followed by an
opening address by Mrs. Florence
Currier, dean of women. The program will open with a luncheon
registration at 8:30 a.m. Saturday,
April 15 on the third floor of the
Union. The opening session is sohe-

Student Court
Tries 12 Cases

Speech Department
Sponsors Seminar
A "Seminar in Communications
for Sanitarians," sponsored by the
Ohio State Department of Health
in cooperation with the University speech department, will be
held on campus Tuesday, April 4.
The program, which will be attended by 100 sanitarians, was
planned by Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, chairman of the speech department; Dr. Raymond Yeager,
director of forensic activities; Dr.
Duane E. Tucker, assistant professor of speech; Dr. Robert M.
Guion, assistant professor of psychology; and Charles B. Smith, instructor in business education.
loan S1SS
■■■■■■■ i
n MUSI B> OB.
Can OSBBJBB1S aa*BBa IsBSBBV
•d. Sod SUSS aSBBBBB 1-1—
ton Santa*. Deal B-U. Baa ?*,
B«W York SI, W.T.

One student was fined 160 after
being found guilty of his second
non-registration offense and three
other students were tried for nonregistration offenses during the
March 23 session of Student Court.
Richard A. Smith was tried in
absentia for his second nonregistration offense and was fined
J60.
Kenneth K. Heck, Susan M. Kramer, and Rhonda L. Wick were
charged with first non-registration
offenses. The court found Miss
Kramer ami Mias Wick not guilty.
Heck was found guilty and fined
$26.
John D. Milliron was found
guilty of his first improper display of decal offense and was
fined $1. Rodney B. Hansen was
fined $6 for his first moving violation.
Konald R. Cook and Joel A. Lieber both were found guilty of third
parking violations but received suspended fines. Lieber appealed hit
case to the assistant dean of students, because, at the time of the
violation, his car was being driven
by a person who had not been given
permission to use it.
Duane F. Elliott, George W. McKee, Ralph J. Risser, and Christopher Amberg were tried for city
violations. Elliott, Risser, and Amberg each were given one-week suspensions of their driving rights.
McKee was ordered to attend three
consecutive court sessions.

Library Hours Set
For Spring Recess
Library hours for spring recess
have been announced by Dr. Paul
F. Leedy, director of the University Library.
The Library will be open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Thursday and Friday, March 30
and 31, and Monday and Tuesday,
April 3 and 4, the hours will be
8 a.m. to noon, and 1 to 6 p.m.
The Library will be closed Saturday and Sunday, April 1 and 2.
Regular hours will be resumed
Wednesday, April 6.

RUN...
Don't
Creep - Walk - Crawl
to the

University
Dairy Bar
531 Rldcja Straal
OUR NEW HOURS
ARE —

Four 1960 graduates of the University and former members of the
Society for the Advancement of
Management formed a panel discussion at the March 23 SAM
meeting.

Very legato violins, mellow French
horns, and "togetherness" on a
difficult opening tempo, added up
to an above-average selection.
Miss Rosemarie Murch added a
necessary vocal touch to the program. The audience was enthusiatic, and called for an encore.
The informal atmosphere was
carried through on the tables, with
red and white tablecloths, red geraniums in while pots, and waitresses bringing coke, coffee, potato chips, and foot-long hot dogs
to the rapt audience.
The ushers were members of the
Union Activities Organization.

Interview
Schedule
Interviews for the week of April
10, as scheduled by the placement
office ,are:
Monday, April 10
Jsffsrsan schools. Mich . (or art, SlSmsntary sducation, English, mmn'u emd
womans hsalth and physical sducation.
horns • co no mica, industrial arts. mathsmatlea. icianc.. chstmiatry. physics. history, spssch sducation. spssch and hsaring thsrapy. and vocal music.
Grand Bap Ids Board of Education. Mich.,
(or art, slsmsnlary .ducation. English,
womin'i health and physical -ducation.
homs
•conomicB,
forslqn
languag.i.
Journalism, library sclsncs. mathsmaucs.
qsnsral sclsncs. chsmlstry, physics, spscinl •ducation. and spssch and hsaring
thsrapy.
LakSTisw schools. Mich., for slsmsntary
• ducation.
Wellington Exsmptsd schools, lor slsmsntary and secondary sducation.
Tussday. April 11
Coplsy Township schools, for slssBSn
lary sducation, English, library scisnes.
mathematics, gsoqraphy. and special education.
May Co., for all malori.
Ransom and Randolph Co.. for accounting, credit and collection, marketing, and
salss.
Food and Drug Administration, for biology, chemistry, and thoss students interested In (ho food and Drug Administration field.
Tow motor Corp., (or buslnsu troansss.
Sylvanla Exempted schools, for slsmsntary sducation. English, mathematics, sclsncs. social studies, spssch and hsaring
thsrapy. and foreign languages.
Gallon schools, for mathematics. English, and elementary education.
Wednesday, April IS
Republic Steel Corp.. for production,
accounting, and finance.
Bedford city schools, Mich., lor maths
matlcs. Industrial arts, English, speech
and debate, social studios, spssch and
hsaring thsrapy. art. special sducation,
music, and physical sducation.
Akron public schools, for slsmsntary
and secondary sducation. with the ex
csptions of social studies, biology, and
msn's health and physical sducation.
Toledo schools, for slsmsntary and sec
ondory education
Medina city schools, for slsmsntary and
secondary education.
Mutual of Now York, for insurance and
salss, any majof.
Thursday. April IS
Crsstllns schools, for slsmsntary and
secondary sducation.
Touehs. Ross. Ballsy, and Smart for
accounting.
Washington Township schools, for slsmsntary and secondary sducation.
Girl Scouts of America for psychology,
public relations, sociology, and any otsisr
major.
Friday. April 14
South Bedford schools. Mich., to bs
asnounosd.
fsffsrson local schools, for art, English, industrial arts, foreign languagss.
lunior high mathematics and science, in
strumsntal music, and slsmsntary sducation.
Urbana city schools, for slsmsntary •»*•
ucation. English, mathematics, speech and
h satin q thsrapy, and slow learners.
Brooklyn public schools, Cleveland, for
elementary sducation and vocal music.
Osborn Manufacturing Co., for accounting, business trainees sconomlcs. finance,
marketing, salss. Industrial managsmsnt.
mathematics, managsmsnt, physics, per
•onnsl. production, and purchasing.

Bellard Studying
Juvenile Drivers
What personality trait differences exist between juvenile traffic
violators and non-violators? Bruce
H. Bellard, assistant professor of
health and physical education,
working toward a Ph.D. degree at
the University of Indiana, hopes
to find the answer to this question.
Beginning this spring, Prof. Bellard, whose major field it driver's
education, will administer a battery of teats to all Wood County
high school seniors with driver's
licenses, with the aid of the Wood
County schools. The names of students tested will be sent to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles in Columbus. The bureau will check the
students' names against records of
juvenile traffic violators.
Prof. Bellard then will check the
results of the testa of the nonviolators against those of the violators, searching for personality
differences. If a testable personality trait difference is discovered.
Prof. Bellard hopes to use the results to implement a plan of driver's education and counseling.
Cutting "red tape" and finding a
testing device to measure attitudes
have constituted two of Prof. Bellard's biggest headaches. With
these obstacles apparently overcome, he hopes to have his research
completed by the end of the next
school year.

FREE
FOLDERS
ColL atop In ec write let

7 run. to 10 pun.

you're auakaag of vUltlng
this year. Re charge.

Monday thru Friday

HAYES TRAVEL AGENCY
r*ny*hars

n 4-TSSS

HAPPY EASTER—The Delia Tau Delias are overseeing the coloring of eggs
Friday night preparatory to their annual Easter-egg roll lor Bowling Green children
Sunday afternoon. Jack Hem. Tim Logar. Rollte Sowers. John Sweda. Linda Scheldt,
and Dick Dunqh,. left to right appear to be enjoying the coloring process as much
as are the two youngsters involved.

Cobus

Shannon s Wit Sense Of Humor
Apparent In Research Discussion
"What it sense of humor this man has!" said Dr. John
It. Davidson, assistant to the dean of the College of Business
Administration.
He was speakinK of Louis P. Shannon, manager of the
extension division, public relations department, E.I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co., who spoke on "Prerequisites for Successful
Research" at Cobus March
22.
Mr. Shannon said management
must realize that although a creative person is hired to do research,
one cannot tell what this person
will discover, if anything. Once
.something new is found, tne problem becomes, "What will this discovery be worth to management?"
"The commercial significance
of this is that one of 20 people
succeeds in performing successful
research," he continued.
Mr. Shannon pointed out that
a large company can afford to
do research because it can operate
at an optional scale and minimum
cost. Thus it can afford failures.
A* an example, Mr. Shannon
stated that it cost $27 million to

get nylon on the market after its
discovery.
"Another advantage big companies have," said Mr. Shannon,
"is that they can finance themselves internally. By the time a
new product goes into production,
it is beyond the point of no return."
There arc many people, said
Mr. Shannon, who work on research for a lifetime and accomplish nothing.
"But we must realize that marke. research is, and must be, carried on in relation to every line
of activity," he said.
Fred A. Smith, past president
of the Toledo Bar Association, will
speak on the legal aspects of business ethics at the next Cobus
session Wednesday, April 12.

AWS Elects Helen Moles President
Helen E. Moles was elected president of the Association
of Women Students March 23 as 901 women students voted.

"What Adjustments Should a
College Graduate in the Field of
Management Make in Taking the
First Job?" was the topic discussed
by John Smolik, production control
trainee at the Lima Engine Plant,
a division of the Ford Motor Co.;
Silas C. Dobbins, employment manager for the Packing Corp. of
America, Rittman; Richard E.
Powers, a buyer for the Brush
Beryllium Corp., Elmore; and Galen M. Lahman, sales trainee for
International Business Machines,
IBM, Toledo.
A question and answer period
followed the panel discussion.
The executives of SAM requested
members who are second semester
juniors or seniors to fill out an information blank for the placement
manual being composed for SAM
members. These blanks can be acquired in Dr. Robert D. Henderson's office, 211 Hayes Hall.
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Miss Moles received 868 votes.
Mary Jo Isch received 290 votes and was named vice
president. Carol K. Augspurger was elected second vice president with 349 votes.
Other AWS officers are Pat
A. I,ewicki, treasurer; Barbara A. Hursh, recording secretary; and Carol S. Fenn, corresponding secretary.
Miss Lewicki polled 512 votes,
Miss Hursh 459, and Mist Fenn

140.

Class representatives chosen
were Susan J. Gttlaba, senior class,
with 68 votes; Alice L. McKay,
junior class, with 89 votes; and
Ann E. James, sophomore class,
104 votes.

Spring Fever
(Continued from page 1)
sity student and the city fire department
United once again, the group
went back to Founders for more
exercise
along
East Wooster
Street. The state patrol, aided by
regulations that demanded that a
majority of the women participants
be in their dorms at 10 p.m., finally broke up the crowd about 10:15
p.m.

Delta Gamma Banquet
Honors Founder's Day
Delta Gamma social sorority held
its annual Founder's Day Banquet
March 18 in the Dogwood Suite.
Mrs. Laura Anderson, Cuyahoga Falls, was the guest speaker.
She is the mother of Nancy L.
Anderson, a member of Delta Gamma.
Awards were given to outstanding seniors.

Official
Announcements
Students can obtain midterm grade
•lips Friday. April T. In 7 and t Gal,
Theater. Grade slins will be available
from I a.m. lo noon and from 1 to i
p.m. Students must present their I.D.
cards.
Veterans are reminded by lames Galloway, placement officer, to sign up
in the placement office for their monthly
checks before leaving campas far
spring vacation.

BROWNIESfa/vmlfc
OUTFIT
Newest in flash ...
in a complete gift out/it!
Everything for indoor-outdoor
mopihooiing! Brownie Starmite
Camera ii small in sice, easy lo
utel A tiny but efficient built-in
ftaih reflector that uses low-cost
AG-1 flashbulbs keeps you always sal lo shoot! Camera lakes
black-and-white or color snapshots and color super-slides

all for $11.95

Rogers Drug &
Camera Shop
135 N. Mam

Thinking About A Car?

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
US E. Wcesnlnoton

Mike Connolly. Ckna at II

See Mike Connolly
At Ralph Thayer's
"MiMs Speciar
'59 Simca $799.00
Abo. '59 VcJtowcje-st—

6LJ

Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
Call 30801
For RsanaTvaflon

Always Ampla
rr## •"BSSUBBU
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Man Of Many Talents

6 Lettermen Returning
To BG Baseball Wars

1

Spreading Falcons Athletic Fame-That's Sports Information Job
■r N.ll Sander*

Any normal human enjoys seeing his name in print and
even more so in the headlines. This is particularly true of athletes, and the man most responsible for getting: sports news
from Bowling- Green State Univerity into the local and national newspapers is Don Cunningham, director of sports
information.
The bu(.negj managcr.s fMMon
His job consists of sending takes a great deal of time and
information pertaining to all leaves Mr. Cunningham with little
BG sports to local papers, home leisure time, but he has another
town papers of the athletes, other position. He ll MAC statistician,
schools in the MAC, and covering which he calls his "Sunday job."
the majority of the Falcon athletic As statistician, ho compiles all
events. When a visitor, such as a .statistics within the conference
reporter from Sports Illustrated and publishes a news bulletin
comes to BG, it is Mr. Cunning- weekly.
Mr. Cunningham came to the
ham's duty to show him around and
make sure he gets all the informa- land of the Falcons in 193V as a
student majoring in accounting.
tion he needs.
Coverage of Bowling Green's He served as sports editor of the
athletic events is more than ade- B-G News and was editor of the
quate in newspapers around the Key during his undergraduate
state and nation, especially when days.
After he was graduated and
outstanding teams like the power- served
a hitch with Uncle Sam's
ful football squads of the past army, the
former Lima South golf,
two seasons come along. Mr. Cunand baseball standout
ningham usually Is responsible for basketball,
returned to Bowling Green as
the publicity that Bowling Green sports
publicity director and ticket
gets, with aid from his student director,
the first in the Univerassistant.
history.
Few people realize the tremen- sity's
He began coaching the golf
dous amount of work that passes team in 1949 and in 1956 he led
over Mr. Cunningham's desk, lo- the
Falcon golfers to their only
cated in the new quarters of Me- crown in Mid-American Confermorial Hall. But if keeping up with ence play. He has since relinquishthe fortunes of Falcon athletics ed his coaching chores and ticket
isn't a big enough job, Mr. Cun- sales job to Forrest ('reason.
ningham also holds down two other
In 1951 he was appointed asimportant positions.
director of athletics to asHis main job is business manager sistant
Harold Anderson, who was ill
of athletics, a capacity he has sist
at the time, and in 1967 he took
filled since 1961 when he was ap- on the MAC statistician job.
pointed assistant director of athletics. He has the Herculean chore
of handling all financial transactions, including preparing the budget, which involve the athletic department.

ATO, Kappa Sigma,
Sigma Chi Champs
In IM Volleyball

Falcon Tankers Place
In Collegiate Finals
"We did very well and everyone should feel proud of the boys,"
said Swimming Coach Sam Cooper after the NCAA swimming
championships at the University of
Washington last week end.
Gary LaPrisc placed fourth in
the finals of the 60-yard freestyle
irr :22.4. He ha* Ttime of :22.»
in the preliminaries to set a new
Bowling Green varsity record.
The relay team of LaPrise, Hank
Reest, Barry Walsh, and Frani
Fauley placed eighth with a new
Falcon record time of 3:24.3. They
missed qualifying for the finals
by .8 seconds.
Michigan State won the championships.

Alpha Tau Omega has won
the League I volleyball championship while Sigma Chi and
Kappa Sigma finished in a
6-1 deadlock in League II.
ATO finished two games ahead of its nearest competitors,
Phi Kappa Tau and Phi Delta
Theta, each with 5-2 marks. The
rest of the standings in League I
were: Sigma Alpha Epsilon 4-3,
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Theta Chi
3-4, Beta Gamma 1-6, and Delta
Upsilon 0-7.
In a three-way tie for third
place in League 2 were Sigma Nu,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Zeta Beta
Tau with 4-3 marks; followed by
Phi Kappa Psi and Pi Kappa Alpha 1-7, and Delta Tau Delta 0-7.

PUBLICITY PROVIDER—On* ol th* bohind tho .c.n.i BOB la Ualnnlty
othloUcl. Don Cunningham, iports Information director, has ono of tho most
Important lobs In Falcon sports. Of the nln. ln1*rcoll*qtal* iporti tho Falcons
parttctpato l«. only two—football and bailtotball—rate first hand cor*raa* by
newspaper*. Ho calls in mulls of tho oth*r seven sports and handle* publicity
r*l*as** for all .port* And whoa outslaodlna athl*t*i Ska Jimmy Darrow, Charll*
Shar*. or B*rni* Cat*y develop. It's bis fob to malt sure- th*y r*c«|y* amp]*
recognition for their talents, not only in Bowling Green, but all over the country.

DeBusschere Selected
For All-Opponent Team
Dave DeBusschere, University of Detroit, was the
only ununimous selection on
the all-opponent team selected recently by the members of
the Bowling Green basketball
squad.
Other selections were Howie
Carl of DePaul; Jerry Harkness,
Loyola; Larry Jones, Toledo; and
Leo Hill of Los Angeles State.
Jones was the only member of a
Mid-American Conference team to
bo selected.
DeBusschere, the sensational
junior, an all-Americun selection,
■corad 34 points against the Falcons in their 91-76 loss to tho Titans. DeBusschere also pulled
down 20 rebounds in the contest.
Howie Carl pulled the game out
for DePaul, 62-00, when he scored
two baskets in the last 40 seconds
against BG. Tho 6 10 senior guard
connected for 22 points during the
evening.
Jerry Harkness, one of the un-

heralded players to come here this
senson, showed the Falcons plenty
when lie scored 28 points in the
Loyola game. Leo Hill, on a hot
last quarter when he hit for 19
points, pulled Los Angeles State to
a 82-78 victory over the Falcons.
Hill hold-; the Memorial Hall scoring record with 33 points.
One of the most talented sophomores in TU history, Larry Jones,
rounds out the all-opponent squad,
in the Falcons' two tussles with
Toledo, Jones scored 56 points—
28 in each contest. He seems destined for all-American honors.
The Falcons also selected an
all MAt' team which included
Jones, Pete Baltic of Kent, a unanimous pick; Dave Zollor, Miami;
Bob Bolton, Western Michigan;
and Hunk Adams of Ohio University.
Freshman basketball coach Warren Scholler guided his Hamilton
high school teams to state championships in 1049 and 1964, and was
runner-up in 1961.

With only six lettermen, including one regular pitcher,
returning. Coach Dick Young's varsity baseball squad will
tackle a 26-game schedule this spring.
Filling the vacancies left by graduating seniors is the
biggest problem facing Coach Young. The Falcons lost four
regulars and three pitchers via the graduation route.
Probably the biggest loss
was that of all Mid-American
Western Trackmen
Conference third baseman Ron
Blackledge. Blackledge lad the naDown Falcons 83-23,- tion
last year in the slugging average department with .898, InTake All 1st Places
cluding eight home runs.
Also gone are shortstop Dick
Western Michigan, last
Kuima, an all M AC choice for th*
year's winner of the Mid- past three years; Larry Bradford,
American Conference track the regular catcher; and Jim Macrown, walloped Bowling son, an outfielder.
Pitchers who must be replaced
Green in the final indoor meet
of the season 83-23, at Wes- are Tom Lyons, who had important wins over Notre Dame, Detroit,
ern's field house in Kalamazoo and Miami; pitcher-outfielder Dick
Saturday night.
Bugeda; and relief man John Linn.
Four second places, two by Al
Among the returning lettermen
Junior, and six thirds were all the is Ron
Moore, who was an all-MAC
Falcon tracksters could muster
against the track powerhouse from choice at first base last year.
Moore,
on the basis of last year's
the north.
.360 batting average, should be
Junior picked up his two seconds counted on as the team's batting
in the broad jump and the 60-yard leader.
dash. Bob Reublin threw the shot
Among the other returning let48-3, and Kenny Campbell went
13 feet in the pole vault for the termen are Ed Purk, who will play
third base; outfielders Jack Harother two second-place finishes.
The thirds were rung up by baugh and Bob Pool; and pitcher
Gary Baldwin in the quarter mile, Dave Hornick.
The success of the team will
Dave Browning in the high jump,
Arch Tunnell in the high hurdles, depend a great deal upon the
Bob Frost in the mile and the half pitching. With Hornick the only
mile, and Denny Deviney in the returning letterman on the mound,
threo sophomores and a junior
shot put.
The other field house record was will have to carry the load. The
set by Wayne Gutowsky, who sophomores are Bob Bahna, Gary
Ilierly, and Lyle Bell. The lone
threw the shot 51-9M.
junior chucker is Ed Owen.
Howling Green's freshmen fairOther sophomores who will play
ed about as well as the varsity,
losing 82V, to 24 li to Western's a vital role in the success of the
team this year are Glenn Honeyyearlings.
Randy Davis, the Tiffin distance cutt, an inficldcr; Jerry Paner,
ace, won the only event of the a second baseman; and Dave
night for either Bowling Green Miesle, a catcher.
In the outfield, returning lettersquad. He captured the freshman
two-mile run in 10:13. Davis also men Harbaugh and Pool will be
faced with competition from Bill
placed second in the mile run.
Keith Hamilton scored two sec- Murphy, a junior, and Tony Rugonds, one in the high jump and giero, a sophomore.
Whether or not the pitching can
one in the pole vault, and Jim
Summcrville placed third in the come through is the biggest quesbroad jump and high jump. John tion at the present time. The Falfluids was third in the 880-yard cons should have adequate hitting
run, and Rick Rios was third in but the youthful pitching staff
the mile to round out the scoring must develop rapidly to make the
Falcons a serious MAC contender.
for the freshmen.
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BETWEEN FRIENDS...
There's nothing like a Coke!

up front that counts
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
BotUad uad*i authority of Th* Coca-Cola Compaor by

MIDWEST COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
ToWdo. Ohio

FILTER-BLEND land only Winston has itl
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R- J. Reynold. Tobacco Conpany, WlnMon-flalrtn. N. C

WINSTON TASTES GOOD /ike a cigarette should!
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Instructor Rating Method Devised

COFFEE OR TEA?—Carol Fenn. newly elected corresponding eecrelary lor
AW8. pours loa lor (ho other now olficere. Waiting their turn aro (loft to right)
Helen Molee, prooldonlj Mary Jo loch, tint vico prooldont; Barbara Hursh. record
Ing secretary,- and Pat Lewickl, treasurer. Carol Auaopurgor. second rlce-pree!
dont U not pictured dtory on page 2).

UCF To Work With Transients
A summer study and work project is open to all young
men and women who have completed at least one year of
college, and who are willing to explore new ideas and convictions in work with migratory laborers and families.
Headquarters for the summer project will be the United
Christian Fellowship house in Bowling Green. Since this is
an exploratory project, there sources. In addition, each partiwill be no fully defined program.
The 10 students participating in
the experience will live in two or
three houses near the UCF Center,
and will share living responsibilities.

cipant will receive a $100 scholarship grant at the end of the summer.
There also will be financial aid
to assist in meeting transportation
costs.
Application forms for the summer project, which is sponsored
by the Ohio United Campus Christian Fellowship, may be obtained
at the UCF house. All forms
should be returned by May 10.
For further information, students
should contact Mr. Zingg at the
UCF house.

Worship. Study Emphasised
The total effort will be focused
through worshop and study (reading, lectures, and seminars). This
may mean organizing activities
and classes for the children, going
into the fields with the laborers,
or taking a stand for the migrant
worker when he comes into conflict with nearby communities.
Since this is an exploratory project, each participant will need to
have both a great deal of freedom
and a deep sense of responsibility
as motivated by a concern for his
neighbor.
Otto M. Zingg, staff member of
the United Christian Fellowship,
will lead the project. He will be
assisted by other members of the
stuff. Seminars will be conducted
by experts on the various aspects
of the program's concern.

Elizabeth Taylor Stars
In Next Campus Movie
"Raintrce County," starring
Elizabeth
Taylor,
Montgomery
Clift, and Eva Marie Snint, will
be the first campus movie shown
after the spring recess. It will be
shown at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday, April 7 and 8.
This is a human problems film,
which takes place in a small town
in the mythical county of Raintree, Indiana. A young man marries a young southern girl and on
their trip to New Orleans he finds
his wife is troubled by memories
of tragedy in her youth.

Expenses Lined
A registration fee of $6, to be
paid by each participant, will go
toward the expenses of the project Room, board, and incidentaLi
will bo paid through outside re-

The foreign language department has devised a method which
will allow students to evaluate the
teaching effectiveness of their instructors.
Dr. Michael R. Ramon, chairman
of the department of foreign languages has prepared evaluation
sheets covering personal appraisal,
presentation of subject, studentteacher relationship, explanations,
interest in students, self-confidence, and sense of humor.
These evaluation sheets were
based on an educational study conducted in Missouri. During the
study, hundreds of students as well
as teachers were asked to state
what they considered most important in the learning process.
The sheets are divided into two
main sections. One is for an evaluation of instructors. The other is
for an appraisal of the aural-oral
approach, reading materials, grammar study, and development of
speaking ability.
The tests or evaluation sheets
will be used at the discretion of the
instructors. Students do not sign
their names or otherwise identify
themselves on the sheets.

Sigma Chi's Choose
Sweetheart April 14
The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
will be announced at the fraternity's annual dance Friday, April 14,
at the Park Lane Hotel in Toledo.
The Sweetheart will be chosen
from pictures submitted by the
nominees. The sweetheart is usually pinned to one of the fraternity
members. Grades and assistance at
Sigma Chi's social functions all are
considered in the final selection.
A trophy is given to the winner
.-.ml the two runners up are the
Sweetheart's attendants.

Dr. Ramon said the most important function of these tests is to
help the instructor and the students improve themselves through
self-criticism. He also said the tests
will allow instructors to know their
classroom effectiveness as determined by their students.

Winchester Elected
Book, Motor Prexy?
28 Members Initiated
Mark B. Winchester, a junior in
Liberal Arts, was inducted into,
and elected president of, Book and
Motor, local scholarship honor society, March 16.
Clark D. Tlbblts. lualor in Business Administration, and Martha
1. Smith, junior In Education, wore
elected vice president and secretary, respectively.
The annual induction of new
members also was held. They are:
Sharon S. Swigart, Jack L. Bell,
James S. Biddle, Barry B. Blakeley,
Barbara J. Blatnik, Barbara L.
Garlough, Louise Harr, Jan S.
Hunter, Patricia A. Locker. Virginia R. Fark, Mary A. McCoy,
Jerry O. McWilliams, Marilyn A.
Miller, Rebecca A.
Moorhead,
Karen Z. Nelson, and Judy L.
Perry.
Carol I. Quunby. Carol M. Hobln
son. Larry I. Rockefeller. Emily A.
Shaw. Martha I. Smith. Joan H.
McNamara. Sara K. Smith. Dorothy
A. Tollman. Clark D. Tlbblts. Susan
M. VantassoL Mark B. Winchester,
and Lynn D. Yackee.
Book and Motor is a local scholastic recognition society open to
all students maintaining a 3.5
minimum grade average. University faculty members also are eligible for membership.

Panelists, Moderator Discuss
Growth Of Musical Theater
tre's recent production of "Showboat" Panelists will be Sandra E.
Hablitzel and Ronald B. Van Lieu.
Dr. Kahan will moderate.

The development of the American musical theater was traced at
Matinee Hour March 21.
Starting with a discussion of the
operetta, panelists Margaret A.
Sullifan, Ronald G. Sherer, and
narrator Dr. Stanley Kahan, instructor in speech, evaluated the
musical theater from 1910 to the
present

UCF To Sponsor
Week-End Retreat
The annual United Christian
Fellowship spring retreat will be
held at Yokefellow House, near
Defiance, the week end of April
7 through 9.
The theme of the retreat, "The
Chains That Bind Us," will center
upon Biblical understanding of the
Christian faith. Dr. Joseph Elmore,
professor of religion at Earlham
College, will be the guest speaker.
The retreat will cost $4.76 for
room and board. The group will
leave for Defiance at 6 p.m. April
7, and return by noon April 9.
Interested students may sign up
through Wednesday, April 6, at
the UCF house.

Recordings from such musicals
as "Student Prince," "Oklahoma,"
and "Showboat" were played to
illustrate
how
musicals
have
changed through the years.
A discussion was held concerning
the difference between American
musical comedy and American musical theater. It was decided that
the musical theater has a stronger
plot although in the past several
years there has been a trend for
the musical comedy to develop a
stronger plot situation.
It was then decided that "Showboat" would be classified between
the modern dsy integration of plot
and music and the romantic operetta.
Matinee Hour will meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the Ohio Suite of the
Union. The discussion will be an
evaluation of the University Thea-

The purpose of the automobile
registration fee is to help defray
costs of constructing, operating,
maintaining, and policing campus
parking areas.

wth
On Campus MttSiralman
{Author of "I Wot a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loeet of Dobie Gillie", etc.)

"A GUIDE FOR THE DATELESS"

Pins To Pans
Going . . .
Jeancttc Long, Alpha Xi Delta,
pinned to Jay Fickes, TheU Chi;
Sandra Clockner, Alpha Gamma
Delta, to George Oetgen, Delta
Upsilon; Christine Schroeder, Kent
State University, to Jack Salmon,
Alpha Tnu Omega; Carolyn Petro,
Williams, to Lyle Pcpin, ATO; Ann
Darr. I.owry, to Allen Clancy, Pi
Kappa Alpha; and Nancy Pienta,
Cleveland, to John Brunton, Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Sue Johnson, Delta Gamma, to
Thomas Heckler, Alpha Tau 0mega; Donna Manbevers, Mooney,
to David Knapp, U.S. Coast Guard;
Beverly Miller, Mooney, to Ron
Panning, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
alumnus; Sharon Gilmer, DG
pledge, to Curt Reese, Sigma Chi;
and Gloria Hansen, Harmon, to
Donald Slupe, Delta Upsilon.

Susan Hackman, Prout Hall,
pinned tt> Bruce Lerch, Beta Gamma.
Going . . .
Donna Workman, Alpha Gamma
Delta, engaged to Leroy Weaver,
Kappa Psi, Ohio Northern; Beverly
Beierle, Alpha Gamma Delta, to
Frank Green, U.S. Army; and
Linda Salmonson, Mooney, to Dick
DiSorbo, Wellsville, N.Y.
Carol Wolfe, Prout, engaged to
Alan Mehle, BG alumnus; and
Janet Seibel, BG alumna, to
Harold Rhettstatt, Ohio State.

Recital Rescheduled
The recital of pianist James A.
Magsig, scheduled for Friday,
April 7, has been rescheduled for
May 2.

Model for model... then* are HI iherrolets loiter
priced than ana other full-sized ear!
Leave it to these Jet-smooth Chevies to go easy
on your family budget! All told there are 18
Chevrolets-V8's and ti's-priced lower than comparable competitive models*. Sumptuous Impalas,
sprightly Bel Airs, bottom-priced Biscay lies a.id a
whole stable of wonderful new wagons. And every

Matinee Hour

With the cost of dating rising higher and higher it in no wonder
that so many of us men arc turning to discus throwing. Naturally, we would prefer mulling warm coeds to flinging cold
disci, hut who's got that kind of money? Prices being what they
lire, the average man today has a simple choice: dating or eating.
Unless the average man happens to be Finster Sigafoos.
l-'instor came to college with the normal ambition of any
nverage man: he wanted to find the prettiest coed on campus
mid make her his. He looked long and carefully, and nt lust he
found her—a tall job named Kretchma Inskip, with hair like
beaten gold.
He asked her for a date. She accepted. He appeared at her
sorority house that night, smiling, eager, and carrying a bouquet
of modestly priced flowers.
"Now then," said Kretchma, tossing the sleaxy flora to a
pledge, "where arc we going tonight?"
Kiuster was a man short on cash, but long on ideas. He hud
pre|>iired an attractive plan for this evening. "How would you
like to go out to the Ag campus and sec the milking machine?"
lie a-kc il.

"Ick," she replied.
"Well, what imuld you like to do?" he asked.
"Come," said she, "to a funny little (dace I know just outside
of town."
And away they went.

4r*5*

rfr

one of them has a road-gentling Jet-smooth ride,
Body by Fisher refinement's and dozens of engineering details you'd expect only in the most expensive makes. Look them over at your Chevrolet
dealer's one-stop shopping center and see how
easy it is to drive out in just the one you want!

Based on comparison of manufacturers' suggested retail prices (including Federal tax) for models with 118-inch wheelbsse or above.
IMPALA*

/

X

BB>

■■!. *■■»

Impaln V8 Convertible

Bel Air V8 2-Door Sedan

Bat Air V8 4-Door Sedan

Impala V8 Sport Sedan

Nomad Sis 4-Dr. 9- Pass. Ststion Wagon

Nomad V8 4-Dr. 9-Psss. Station Wagon

Impala V8 Sport Coupe

Nomad V8 4 Dr. 6 Pan. Station Wagon

Nomad Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Wl W »»\
Impala V8 2-Door Sedan

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

ParKwood V8 4-Dr. 9-Pas». Station Wagon

.„ .<ifTftnrY~%
Biscayns V8 4-Door Sedan

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 9 Pan Station Wagon

Parkwood V8 4-Dr. 6-Psss. Station Wagon

Biscayne V8 2 Door Sedan

BrooKwood Six 4-Dr. 6 Pan Station Wagon

BrooKwood V8 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

r (kerrwiM earn, OWe* Cere elf. aael IS. soar ImmUm m) aear lerel ■■■Serleiel ttierllei eakrt

The place was Millionaires Roost, a simple country inn made
of solid ivory. It was filled with beautiful ladies in backless
gowns, handsome men in dickeys. Original Rembrandts adorned
the walls. Marlboro trays adorned the cigarette girls. Chained
to each table was a gypsy violinist.
Finster and Kretchma were seated. "I," said Kretchma to
the waiter, "will start with shrimps remoulade. Then I will have
lobster and capon in maderia sauce with asparagus spears. For
dessert I will have melon stuffed with money."
"And you, Sir?" said the waiter to Finster.
"Just bring me a pack of Marlboros," replied Finster, "for
if ever a man needed to settle back and enjoy the mild beneficence of choice tobacco and easy-drawing filtration, it is the
shattered hulk you see before you now."
So, smoking the best of all possible cigarettes, Finster watched
Kretchma ingest her meal and calculated that every time her
fetching young Adam's apple rose and fell, he was out another
97«!. Then he took her home.
It was while saying goodnight that Finster got his brilliant
idea. "Listen!" he cried excitedly. "I just had a wonderful
notion. Next time we go out, let's go Dutch treat I"
By way of reply, Kretchma slashed him across the face with
her housemother and stormed into the house.
"Well, the heck with her," sard Finster to himself. "She is
Just a gold digger and I am well rid of her. I am sure there are
many girls just as beautiful as Kretchma who will understand
the justice of my position. For after all, girls get as much
money from home as men, so what could be mere fair than
sharing expenses on a date?"
With good heart and high hopes, Finster began a search for
a girl who would appreciate the equity of Dutch treat, and you
will be pleased to hear that he soon found one—Mary Alice
Hematoma, a lovely three-legged girl with sideburns.
e

e

e

• 1*S1 Uu SbulMa

We're no expert t on Dutch I real, but hen'I a* American treat
we recommend with enthueimem—Mmrlboro'e popular new
partner forrton-IUterimokere-therhUipMorrlt Commander.
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'Cenci' Tryouts April 6

'Showboat' Cast Great;
Over-All Effect 'Good'

Tryouts for what often has been called the last of the
great Elizabethan dramas, "The Cenci," will be held at 7
p.m. Thursday, April 6, in 115 South Hall.
The play will be presented May 6 in Gate Theatre. Mrs.
Mary K. Switzer, graduate assistant in speech, who will direct
the play, has pointed out that it was first shown in England
exactly 75 years ago.

■y Skip Ferderber
The top of the program says: "The Departments of
Speech and Music-Bowling: Green State University-Present
SHOWBOAT—March 22-25, 1961." In very simple terms, the
program lists the musical numbers, and the cast and crews
that comprise the musical. Or rather, comprised the musical.
Approximately 4,400 people came into the Main Auditorium
to see the production. They
came out saying, "It was a
good show."
It was a good show. For these
five words, singers, dancers, actors, musicians,
and technical
people, four directors, each in
charge of a different aspect of
the show, house managers, friends
of the theater and of the music
department, grad students, parents, all these people put on
"Showboat," so the audience could
sit in the main auditorium, on four
different nights and say: "It was
a good show."
"Showboat" is a musical, and
the rates that bold lor reviewing
a regular production, a dramatic
production, do not bold far a musical: therefore, this must be a review of the people and the total
work of the show—music and drama.
The over-all effect of the show
was good. The music, as always,
was superb, and the production
here did justice to it. Many of the
leading characters were in the
musical field, and this was their
first venture on the stage here.
Rarbara Strite, as Magnolia, came
through beautifully. She had a
superb voice, a beautiful melodious voice that carried perfectly
the beauty of the songs. Along
with this, she had tremendous
stage presence. When she spoke
and sang, one felt that she meant
it
Chuck Schultz (Captain Andy)
did a fine job as the captain of
the "Cotton Blossom," and was
one of the forces that carried
the show through occasionally dull
moments.
Bruce Wagner (Ravenal) was
good in his part, although at times
one wondered whether he was portraying a part or worrying what
he was going to do next. When he
was singing, there was a certain
lack of sincerity that became apparent, at least to this reviewer,
during the first scene of Act One*
when Magnolia and Ravenal sing
"Make Believe." He came through
very well, however, in the convent
scene with the little girl.
Don Fuller, in his lint Bowing
Green production, played Joe with
depth, making much of a part thai
offered not much In the speakiaf
line. When he sang "Or Mas HK
•r." he gave something lo thai audience, something . . » beautiful
that cannot he *esn»srl. |l was
excellent
It is a pleasure again to mention the name of Ron O'Leary, who
portrayed Frank Schultz, one of
the entertainers on the "Cotton
Blossom." His actions and his deft
comic touch, along with Diana
Kithcart (Elite) made those scenes
in which he appeared effective.

AFROTC Officers
Assume Command
Of Cadets Today

Miss Kithcart proved that she too
has an excellent sense of comic
timing, and in her number, "Life
Upon the Wicked Stage." her
voice, a good comedienne-type,
was well used.
Bonnie Moore (Julie) sang very
well, putting over her songs, especially "Bill," in a truly believable
manner. Her speaking voice was
sometimes mushy, but her total
stage impression was well done.
Two of the characU-r parts.
Windy and Parthy (Ron Sherer
and Barb I'M) were done quite
well, and Sherer and Miss Uhl gave
performances in key with the total
production.
This show had somelhlag of an
oxxent problem. Many of the performers had difficulty in maintaining a consistent dialect. A switch
at time* from a Southern dialed lo
an accentlese speech proved slightly annoying, but this was no me
lor problem.
The orchestra, playing under
difficult conditions, sometime.** WHS
off, especially during the overture.
The wind instruments were not
synchronized and the string instruments occasionally sounded
thin and reedy. The music wonjd
go smoothly, and then there would
suddenly be a sharped note or one
instrument would be off. This hurt
the total effect of the show.
Putting on this show was difficult, since there were many production problems that could not
have been foreseen. The script,
according to director Dr. Donald
C. Kleckner, was originally four
hours long, and had many features
written especially for performers
in the original cast. Space was at
a premium backstage, due to the
construction of the new little theater. In one case, 13 women shared one small dressing room. Every
piece of scenery for the show had
to be specially constructed.
In the original script, there were
many routines whose meanings
would be lost to the audience of
today, as well as certain references
to the racial theme that are highly
objectionable today. Much credit
must be given to the stage manager
and his assistants who kept the gigantic number of people connected with the show under control.
Approximately 170 students participated in the production, which
was six weeks long in preparation.
As for picking out the high points
of this show, this reviewer has picked these spots: the flrst "Of Man
River." "Can't Help Lovin' Dot
Man" as sung first by Julie and
later by Noisy. (Incidentally, the
scene in which Julie watched Noley singing In the night club and
then left was quite effective.) Life
Upon the Wicked Stage." the con
veal scene. "Alter the Ball" (la
which Chuck Schultz as Captain

DU TEA—Bob Russell, left, and Jack Bruafee. right talk with Joyce Blumen
schlne. Delta Gamma's representative for DU Bike Race Queen, at a tea for the
sorority representatives In the Union Sunday afternoon. Other candidates include
Caren Cart Delta Zeta: Donna Qulgley. Alpha XI Delta; Jan Parker. Gamma Phi
Beta; Jan Shepard. Alpha Phi; Patricia Butch. Xappa Delta; Marilyn Sahan.
Alpha Gamma Delta; Joanne Fredey. Alpha Chi Omega; Louise Panlck. Alpha
Delti Pi; Susan Ewald. Phi Mu; and Sue Coteman. Chi Omega.

High School Students Congregate
Here For Annual Science Day
Miss Kloia* E. Whitwer, director
of the NoejCriWeet District Science
Day, hn=. announced regulations for
high school students participating
in Science Day at the University
S ■iurday, April 8.
The Northwest District Science
Sty is sponsored by the Ohio Academy of Science.
Science and mathematics students In grades eight through
twelve may compete in the District
Science Day program.
The exhibition buildings and
rooms at the University will open
at 8 n.m. Saturday, April 8.
The high school with the best
science program in each of the 10
Ohio Academy of Science districts
will receive an engraved plaque to
commemorate the achievement and
$160 to improve its science program.

Art Guild Takes
Trip To New York
Approximately 30 students will
go to New York City during spring
vacation as part of a field trip
sponsored by the Art Guild, an
extracurricular art department organization.
The students will visit museums
and art galleries in the metropolitan New York area.
Chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs.
Carl D. Hall. Mr. Hull is an instructor in art and faculty adviser
to the Guild.
Tho group will leave here at 8
a.m. Thursilay and return Tuesday,
April 4.

The Air Force ROTC will formally transfer the staff command
of the cadet corps from the senior
class officers to the newly appointed junior class officers today.
Patrick H. Roaselli, who assumed
group command of the cadet corps
March 21, has named the cadets to
be appointed to staff positions.
They are: Lee V. Smoll, deputy
commander; Gilbert A. Schroeder,
operations officer; Michael S.
Lacey, administrative and personnel officer; Gerald A. Girard, material officer; S. Nicholas Essinger, inspector; J. Maxwell Pierre,
information officer; Harold Eckel,
Squadron A commander; and
Gerald D. Robinson, Squadron B
commander.
Cadet Rosselli, who is succeeding
Richard H. Hoffman, was chosen
through a screening process by
the AFROTC detachment officers.
The officers considered academic
records, extracurricular activities,
leadership on campus and in the
cadet corps, and work and attitude
in the corps.
The new staff officers were
chosen by Cadet Cmdr. Rosselli on
tho basis of ability to work with
people and for past records of
services and interest.
The outgoing staff will act as
tactical officers in an advisory
capacity for the remainder of the
term.
Unexcused absence penalties before or after a vacation period,
are due 24 hours after the resumption of classes. The fee is $5 for
each period missed.

"The Cenci" is Percy Bysshe Shelly's only play. Written in
blank verse, it exposes the livea
of the infamous Count Cenci and
his victims.
In the character of the Count,
Shelley has embodied the major
evils he sees as the curse of all
mankind.
The dynamic
Beatrice, the
Count's daughter, is considered
one of the greatest tragic figures
in Romantic literature.
Mrs. Switxer pointed out that
participation in "The Cenci" will
provide ample opportunity for aspiring young actors.
The cast Includes seven men and
two women. All roles are challenging and unique in this compelling
and controversial play, Mrs. Switzer said.

Durrell, His Settings
Topic Of Discussion
Lawrence Durrell and hia "Alexandria Quartet" of books was the
discussion topic at the March 23
meeting of Books and Coffee.
Points brought out at the meeting included:
—The critics disapproved of
Dm it'll's Alexandria setting, claiming it was not authentic.
—It took Durrell six weeks to
complete each of his four works.
He wrote them while living in a
small sheepherder's cottage in
southern France.
—It has been said about Durrell
that he is an accredited and accomplished "spinner of tales."
Books snd Coffee will meet at
3:30 p.m. Thursday, April 6 in the
Union. The topic for discussion will
be announced later.

Fields of entry Include botany,
chemistry, conservation, earth
science, mathematics, physics and
loology. Entries may be projects.
demonstrations or papers.
Students achieving a superior
rating at the District Science Day
may compete at State Science Day
at the University of Cincinnati Friday, April 21.
The exhibitions both at District
and State Science Days are open
to the public.
Andy gave the scene real beauty
and value), and. of course, the |i
nale. which showed the pure craftsmanship ol Dr. Kleckner s directing.
Dr. Bumham's work with the chorus
was most evident here (from a
critical viewpoint). In that they were
so very much together. Not enough
can be mentioned about the chorus,
since they gave so very much ol
themselves and sounded so hilly
professional.
In all, "Showboat" will be remembered as a fine production,
one that deserves the five words
the audience spoke as they left
the theater, singing and humming
the songs of "Showboat": "It was
a good show."

// you're having an anniversary or birthday, why
not let us know? Have our singing waitresses
bring you a cake, compliments of Petti's.
Make a Date to Spend
an Evening with
Your Best Girl

THIS
ONES
THE SATISFIER

In Authentic Swiss Atmosphere
Bring Your Parents
Here Tool
Gene Marquart
At The Piano
Call For R««»>rvcrtion»
30512

OPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK

DINING ROOM HOURS: Monday through Saturday—11 am. to 11 p.m.
SUNDAY—12 to 7 p.m.

Petti'4,

A

This king wrote the book on flavor. Every satisfying
puff is Air-Softened to enrich the flavor and
make it mild. Special porous paper lets you draw'
fresh air into the full king length of top-tobacco,
straight Grade-A all the way.

Join the swing to

11711. Main St
Bowttng Green. Ohio

Alpine Village Restaurant
?

O "Men » >\*n Tobecco Ce.
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Business Education Department
Hosts Annual Spring Conference

Campus Kaleidoscope

Spa#p

ff

Comb*
Spanish Club—Will meet at 7 pja.
Thursday. April 0 In the River Room.
Robert E. Guertn. president of the dab,
said eisiruee hi Invited to attend the
mooting.

The ninth annual spring conference for northwest Ohio
business teachers and their pupils will be held here Saturday,
April 8. Registration will begin at 9:80 a.m. in the ballroom
for the business education department-sponsored conference.
The opening session, at 10 a.m., will include a "Welcome
to Bowling Green State University," by Prof. William F.
Schmeltz, dean of the College
of Business Administration,
and a talk, "Partners in Success,"
by Dr. D. D. Lessenberry, typewriting author and specialist from
the University of Pittsburgh.
Group sessions begin at 11 a.m.
The session for high school pupils will be in the ballroom with
Charles E. Perry, admissions coun.
selor, talking on the "Advantages
of Attending College," and Gene
Slough, Ohio Oil Company representative, talking on "Opportunities in Business."
The 11 a.m. group sessions for
high school business teachers, National
Secretaries'
Association
members, and college students, will
be held in the Pink Dogwood Room
and the Alumni Room. Dr. Lessenberry will hold a problem clinic in typewriting and Dr. Ines Ray
Wells, Ohio State University, wlfl
speak on, "Human Relations In
the Office."
At 1 p.m., a business machines
exhibit and demonstration will be
held in the Ohio Suite and the
Alumni Room
An NSA panel discussion, "Human Relations in Business," will
be held at 2:80 p.m., in the ball
room. The panel will include Dr.
Wells, discussion leader; Carl
Roth, from the Erie Ordnance Depot; Phyllis A. Rowley, University student; Sue Hartman, from
Whitmer High School, Toledo; and
Mary Buchman, representing the
Wood County Chapter of NSA.

Math Institute
Draws Teachers
Thirty - one secondary school
teachers have been selected to participate in the University's first
Academic Year Institute in Mathematics, from July 20 through June
8, 1962, announced Dr. Bruce R.
Vogeli, assistant professor of
mathematics.
A National Science Foundation
grant of (198,600, to the University In support of the program will
provide an allowance of $3,460 for
each of the 81 participants. Allowances for dependents, books, and
travel to the University, plus registration and incidental fees, also
will be covered by the grant.
Dr. Vogeli said the participants
were selected on the basis of their
academic records, their previous
success in teaching mathematics,
and their potential for development
as teachers of mathematics in the
secondary school.
Grants for Academic Year Institutes arc given by the federal government to improve the teaching of
mathematics in the nation's schools
by providing opportunities for outstanding teachers to engage in fulltime graduate study.

T.O.'s Campus Corner
Your Collage) Variety Store
Everything For Your
Everyday Needs
T.O. Soya.

Hcxv# A floppy
And Safe Easter"

BE SUM TO MCK UP

• Kodak Film
holiday pictures
MR YOUR

■*«*

University Bookstore
—In The Union—

Phi Sola Lamba—Will meet at t:30
p.m. Thursday. April S In the WayneHarrison Room of the Union. As Ohio
OU Co. reprosonlaUre will be the mala
speaker.

DORM NEWS

Harmon Hall
An underwater fantasy was the
theme of Harmon Hall's "Neptune's Nocturn" closed formal,
Saturday in the ballroom.
Music was provided by James P.
Fluke and his band.
Pishing nets, treasure chests,
and silhouettes of fish and sea
horses decorated the ballroom.
A "King Neptune" was crowned
during the intermission. He was
chosen by an anonymous committee,
from pictures submitted by the
Harmon residents.
Miss Elizabeth Heater, Harmon's
head resident, Dr. and Mrs. John
Hiltner Jr., and Dr. and Mrs. William R. Rock were chaperones.
Honored guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, Miss Jackie
G ribbons, Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.
Lenhart, Dr. and Mrs. Elden T.
Smith, and Mayor and Mrs. F.
Gus Skibble.
M.m- Residence Halls
The men of Rodgers Quadrangle,
Rodgers Northwest, and the Men's
Residence Center will hold their
annual semi-formal dance Saturday, April 8.
Robert E. Haskins will provide
the music for the dance, in the
ballroom from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Theme for the dance is "Around
the World in 80 Days." The ballroom will be decorated appropriately with pictures,
Sandwiches, cake, and punch will
be served for refreshments.

Union Hours Listed
For Spring Recess

Campus Duplicate Brides Club—Win
meet at i p.m.. Sunday. April f. In ike
Ohio Suite of the Union.
Winners of the March 12 match are
Robert J. Alexander and Tony Nixon,
north and south, and Prof, and Mrs.
Robert O. Rone, east and west At this
match, all north and south players
played the same hands, all east and
west players another.
Town and Gown—Will meet Monday.
April 10. Dr. Sherman M. Slanage.
chairman of the philosophy department,
will read a paper concerned with modern Weetern religion and exlstentla
lism.
The meeting will be at the home of
Dr. Samuel M. Cooper, chairman of the
health and physical education departmenl. at 733 Wallace St.

I WANTED tO REVAErABtB IrW TOST VJORi'..

Curbstone

Democrats Meet Republicans
A debate between Republicans
and Democrats will be the feature
of the next Curbstone session, at
8:30 p.m. Monday, April 10 in the
Dogwood Suite of the Union.
The debate is being sponsored by
the Young Democrats and the
Young Republicans Clubs. It has
come about as a result of the increased awareness of political
events on campus.
Dr. Gilbert Abcarian, assistant
professor of political science, and
Dr. Grover C. Platt, professor of
history, will represent the Young
Democrats in the debate. Charles
F. Kurfess, Republican state representative, and Dr. Edward S.
Claflin, associate professor of political science, will represent the
Republicans. Dr. William B. Jackson, assistant professor of biology,
will be moderator.

Sorority Pledges
Elect New Off ice rs *
The spring pledge classes of
Delta Gamma and Alpha Phi social sororities have elected officers.
Dslta Gamma
Ilillie M. Amundson, president;
Elizabeth Gray, secretary; Jacqueline J. Beisler, treasurer; Jacqueline L. Stouffer, historian;
Charlotte Butterfield, song chairman; l.imla S. Aliens, scholarship
chairman; and Mary I.. Robinson,
social chairman.
Alpha Phi
Ann E. James, president; Charlotte A. Anderson, vice president;
Sally Pamphrey, secretary; Carol
A. Koch, treasurer; Susan C. Landwe hi-, social chairman; and Diane
Delbert, chaplain.

Goina
College ol Education—Presented a
film entitled "And No Bells Ring" at
the monthly meeting March 22.
The movie was divided Into two
parts. The first analysed the shortcomings of conventional utilisation of
teachers and the second focused on
the student and the exploration of ways
In which students can be given greater
responsibility for their own education.
Actual teachers, students, and admin
Istralors made up the cast.
Women's Intramural Association—Has
elected new officers. They are Donna
L. Eubanks. president; Janice E. Dick
son. vice president; Marlene L. Shu
maker, secretary treasurer; Sandra E.
Scon, social chairman; and Johanna M.
Slygh. publicity chairman.
United Christian Fellowship—Recently
elected officers for the 1M1-S2 school
year.
They are Robert P. Cassel. president; Barthel L. Brenner, worship chairman; Lsiltla C. Clawson. study chairman; Susan F. Weaver, stewardship;

Sophia M. Leach, communications; David O. Con, YMCA representative;
Julie A. Brown. TWCA representative;
John F. Mooce. Baptist representative;
LaDosma O. Gluey. DUclples repreeenla
live: Helen K. Dukes. Evangelical
Untied Srethren representative; David
T. Iwassey. Methodist repreeenlatlve;
Sibyl G. Preunlnger, Presbylerian representative, and James A. Draeger.
United Church of Christ repreeenlatlve.
Tau Beta Sigma, national honorary
band sorority—Has elected new officers.
They are Sandra I. Pound, president;
Judi E. Durllat. vie* president: Nancy
K. Zuber. secretary; and Susan M. Van
Tassel, treasurer.

Geology Students
Go On Field Trip
University geology students will
go south on- the annual spring
field trip sponsored by the geology
department during the spring recess, March 29 through April 6.
There are 21 students taking the
trip, under the direction of Dr.
John R. Coash, chairman of the
geology department,
and
Dr.
Charles C. Rich, instructor in geology.
The trip will provide an opportunity for students to observe geological features that they have
studied in class work.

SEA Career Day
Slated For April 7
The Student Education Association's annual Career Day, an introductory day for high school students interested in education, will
be held Friday.
Students from 176 northwest
Ohio schools have been invited to
attend. Dr. Marth G. Weber, professor of education, and Dr. William Harrington, assistant dean of
the College of Education, will
speak.
The regional SEA meeting will
be held Saturday, April 22.
Speaker will be Dr. Maurice
Neuberger of Heidelberg College.
He will discuss "Age and School
Entrance."

The hours that the Union will be
open during spring recess are:
Information Desk
I cum. to 7 pjn.
Falcon's Nest
10 run. to 3 p.m.
Buckeye Room
12:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Bookstore
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Swan Club Sets
Theme For Show;
2 Seniors To Solo
"Demoquatlcs," a satire on
the departments of the United
States government, will be the
theme of the Swan Club show this
year.
Solos will be performed by seniors Alice J. Ponstinglc and Marilyn J. Davis. Seniors Patsy S. Phillips, Susan J. Hicks, and Carole A.
Bellissimo will be featured in the
act entitled "Income Tax."
Miss Iris E. Andrews, assistant
professor of health and physical
education and adviser to the group,
said, "We're attempting to get music that is appropriate for the department that we're portraying.
For example, the music in the act
'Supreme Court' is going to be
•You're Undecided Now.' "
The show will be presented in
the Natatorium Thursday through
Saturday, April 20 through 22.

In The Realm Of
Professors
Dr. Martha G. Weber
Dr. Martha G. Weber, director
of the reading center, spoke at a
I'm enta-Teachers meeting in Clyde,
March 20. The topic of her speech
was "Your Child and His Reading."
Dr. Robert D. Heodaraea
Dr. Robert D. Henderson, professor of business administration,
will serve as a member of the Academy of Management's new committee on regional divisions.
The Academy of Management is
a group of nearly 800 professors
of business administration in the
teaching and industrial fields.
The Committee on regional divisions will study the possible raer.
ger between the Midwest Management Faculty Conference and the
Academy of Management
The fourth annual conference
will be held at the University
April 28. Dr. Henderson and Dr.
Warren C. Water house, assistant
professor of business administration, are conference co-chairmen.
Dr. OUbert W. Cook.
Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke, professor
of business administration, and adviser to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
social fraternity, attended a training session on Management of Fraternity Chapters at the University
of Toledo, March 18.

Dr. Frood presented the automobile industry with this magnificent
pre-compact. Hurt and disillusioned because the auto industry
preferred to develop their own compact, FROOD NOW OFFERS HIS
CAR TO SOME LUCKY COLLEGE STUDENT! This is a brand-new, gas-driven, REAL CAR. It features
four (4) wheels, genuine foot-power brakes, "fresh-air conditioning," and actual left-right
steering mechanism! The economical 7.9 horsepower engine saves you hundreds of dollars
in hay and oats! Goes 32 miles per hour, gets up to 65 miles per gallon. The Froodmoblle can be
licensed in every state except New Jersey. (New Jersey hates Frood.) WIN this beautiful
car (with "FROODMOBILE" mounted in brass on the cowl!). Actual value over $1,000.
TO ENTER THE LUCKY STRIKE FROODMOBILE
CONTEST, simply finish this sentence in 25 words or loss:
"I need the Froodmobile because . . ."
Entire* will be judged on the basis of humor, originality and style (preferably Froodlan). If, In the
opinion of our judges, your answer Is best the makers of Lucky -strike will deliver to you, on campus,
the Froodmoblle. A carton of Luckles will be given to the first ' -o runnersup. Along with your entry
sand your name, return address, college or university, and Cia.s. Entries must be postmarked no
later than April 16,1961. All entries become the property of Tsje American Tobacco Company. Send
your entry (or entries) to LUCKY STRIKE. P. 0. BOX 17A, NEW YORK 10. NEW YORK.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES fnd get some taste for orange!
•*.*.««,
*

